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Luidia Inc. Announces Android Apps for Equil Smartpen
Equil Smartpen transfers handwritten notes and sketches from any kind of paper to
Android, Windows, OS X, iOS devices

(BELMONT, CA – May 2, 2014) –– Equil Smartpen, a technology-enabled
ballpoint pen allows users to create, capture and share ideas. Data is seamlessly
transferred from paper to digital and now includes support for Android devices.
Using the Android version of the Equil Note and Equil Sketch apps, Equil
Smartpen users can quickly and easily transfer notes, diagrams and drawings
from paper directly to any Android smartphone or tablet. Equil Note for Android
integrates with Dropbox and Evernote, allowing users to sync digital content in
the cloud. Additionally, Equil offers an SDK for Android, iOS, Windows and OSX,
making the platform developer-friendly and easy to integrate with existing
projects.
“We are proud to be the only smartpen on the market that works with a fullrange of desktop and mobile operating systems,” said CK Kim, Luidia CEO. “With
our open platform for developers and our apps for end users, note-taking and
sketching becomes an integral part of the creative process and increases
efficiency and productivity.”
Equil Smartpen’s technology is based on more than 30 patents and uses a
combination of infrared and ultrasound to determine the position of the pen in
real time and sends information via Bluetooth to the paired device at a rate of
80 transmissions per second. With a sleek, triangular design, Equil Smartpen is
unaffected by tilt and the pen-tip sensor technology promises a natural writing
experience.
Equil Smartpen retails for $149.99 and is available for purchase at myequil.com,

	
  

###
About Equil Smartpen
The Equil Smartpen lets you create, capture, and share your ideas seamlessly from
paper to digital – simply write or draw on any paper and watch your creation appear on
your device. Equil Smartpen works with Equil’s free apps: Equil Note and Equil Sketch.
Equil Note is your place to create and store written notes, enhance them with
additional content, and tag them for easy review. Equil Sketch is an artist or designer’s
dream – you can import backgrounds, draw and paint with multiple brushes, work in
layers and export to Photoshop.

About Luidia
Founded in 2003, Luidia, Inc is a Silicon Valley company based in Belmont, CA. With
over 100 patents, Luidia designs and manufacturers interactive technology and digital
capture solutions for B2B, B2C and education customers worldwide. Luidia and the
eBeam product line were merged with PNF, Co, Ltd of Gyunggi-do Korea in December,
2013.

